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Abstract—This paper presents a metric to be used by the 
working prototype WIH (Web Intelligent Handler). This metric 
(referred here as po) is  designed to reflect main topic words and 
discriminate certain text profiles through word weightings. The 
actual version is designed only for Spanish web texts. Statistical 
analyses show  that it is possible to differentiate text profiles upon 
po behavior. A poll is presented also, showing that it is a good 
main words discriminator. This paper is posted here as a new 
algorithm useful for Spanish text processing.  
 

Index Term — Text-Mining, Automatic summarization, 
morphosyntactic analysis.  

I INTRODUCTION 

Document handling is a part of index and retrieval process 
in the Web. It is a hard task due the complexity involved. Many 
approaches have been developed: noun phrases processing [1], 
morphemes processing [2], morphosyntactic analysis [3], etc. 
Sometimes the words searched in the documents are expanded 
with related words to improve recall. There are several 
alternatives to accomplish this work: expand upon morphology 
and syntax relations [4], morphosyntactic normalization of 
texts [5], conceptual and phonologic frames for word 
processing [6], etc. 

Additional approaches have been developed for automatic 
paraphrasing ([7], [5], etc.), summarization of texts ([8], [9], 
[10], [11], etc.) and profiling of language usage of documents 
in the web ([12], [13], [14], [15], etc.). The contribution of this 
paper is twofold: to propose a metric to allow a kind of 
qualification of written texts and to provide an automatic word 
weighting for summarization activity.  

 Several mentioned algorithms use Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) which is a hard task due to the language 
expressions related to the writer’s culture, education, 
geographical situation, etc. [16]. This paper presents a very 
simple proposal to process Web Spanish texts as part of the 
WIH (Web Intelligent Handler) prototype [17]. Its approach 
has many differences with NLP: 
-In NLP it is required to process the entire document.  WIH is 
not intended to process semantics but to extract certain features 
and words to represent it approximately. 
-NLP works at a semantics level. WIH performs a simple 
morphosyntactic processing. It does just an analysis in the 
neighbor of each word. 
-NLP considers five main levels of information [18]: lexical, 
morphologic, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic. WIH just 
makes use of some aspects from the first three levels.  
-In NLP each level has to be robust enough to support upper 
abstraction levels. In WIH this is not necessarily true due to the 
simplicity of the process. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
section II presents the WIH prototype, which is the system that 
actually makes use of the proposed metric po; section III 

describes the metrics constraints; section IV defines po, section 
V shows statistical foundations; section VI, conclusions; and 
finally section VII states the main work remaining to be done. 

II WIH DESCRIPTION 

The Web Intelligent Handler (WIH) is a partially working 
prototype, first introduced in [17]. It has a three layered design 
(see Fig.  1): 
-Internal Structure: gets data and metadata from the WWW 
and processes it to derive a set of Homogenized Basic 
Elements (HBE). These elements constitute a representation in 
an internal language. 
-Virtual Structure: processes the actual stream of HBE and 
makes a structure named Eci for the name in Spanish Estructura 
de Composición Interna, Internal Composition Structure in 
English. An Eci is an oriented graph representing a statement in 
the original text. Sets of Eci are then processed to make an Ece 
(for the name in Spanish Estructura de Composición Externa, 
External Composition Structure in English, a supra-structure 
composed by a set of Eci structures all of them related to the 
same text). 
-Visual Structure: it works with a Virtual Network composed 
by the set of Eci and Ece structures. It can be considered as an 
interface between the Virtual Structure and any user. 

The WIH prototype has implemented a first version of the 
Internal Structure and Virtual Structure. In the Virtual 
Structure there is a set of components to perform: the 
composition of Eci and Ece structures (Composition Engine, 
CE), insertion into the Virtual Net (Assimilation Engine, AE) 
through a set of functions (named effect functions, fe) regulated 
by a set of dynamic parameters (metric functions, fm). All the 
activity is controlled by a feedback system (composed by a 
general controller System Controller, a Manager for fe named 
Metrics Manager, and a manager for fm named Metrics 
Engine). The system performs all the activity through a set of fe 
that can be changed dynamically. Some of such effect 
functions define the way a set of HBE is transformed to an Eci, 
and how a set of Eci is converted into an Ece. For this activity, a 
metric po was defined to categorize each HBE and therefore 
determine how to process it.  

III METRIC CONSTRAINTS AND WORKING HYPOTHESES 

As the metric po is used by the fe to perform CE and AE 
activities, it has some constraints: 
a-domain values must not exceed [-2.0; +2.0]. 
b-most of the values are 0.0. 
c-must depict simple morphosyntactic considerations. 
d-a 0.0 value must reflect an HBE with no influence in the 
global process. 
e-an absolute value far from 0.0 must reflect an HBE with 
more influence than values nearby 0.0. 
f- HBE’s metric value must be able to be projected in some 
way to the Eci level and Eci value to an Ece level. 



 

 
Fig.  1. Three layered structure of the EC.  Data and metadata are 

extracted from the WWW. 

g-must provide a qualification for HBE selection. 
h-must provide a fuzzy manipulation of original texts. 

There is a set of working hypotheses also: 
a-There are many writer profiles. 
b-Some sentences in a text are more representative of the main 
topic than others. 
c-Sentences can have different quality. 
d-Texts can have different styles. 

IV THE METRIC DESCRIPTION 

Set tables defining a numeric weighting of HBE whose 
original words match with certain prefix, define the 
quantification for each HBE. Table 1 presents a short list of 
some weightings and the Spanish word related to the HBE. The 
same procedure is followed for a list of special words (i.e. 
Some articles, conjunctions, modifiers, etc.).  

The weightings range in [-1, +1]. When sentences are 
processed, this po values for HBE are combined with equation 
1 to get a po

Eci for the sentence. 
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The metric is further used to evaluate the resulting Ece with 
a po

Ece value (the more optimistic1 po
Eci value is used). 

V STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Following the h constraint, the main steps to derive a fuzzy 
HBE model [19] are: frequency analysis, pattern and 
relationship extraction, model description and validation. The 
model description was performed in the previous section. The 
rest of the steps are detailed below.  
A Frequency Analysis 

To perform this testing, two samples were used:  
1) Testing hypothesis a: To perform this testing, the profiles 

proposed are: forum, web index, document, and blog. A sample 
with 200 individuals was selected (50 of each one). The dot 
plot in Fig. 2 shows some potential outliers. There is not any 
confirmed outlier according to the information processed. 

2) Testing hypothesis d: To perform this testing, three 
document styles are proposed: Literary, Technical and 
Messages. A sample with size 150 was selected (50 of each 
one). Texts were downloaded from sites specifically dedicated 
to each of these topics. The dot plot in Fig. 3 shows some 
potential outliers. There is not any confirmed outlier according 
to the information processed. 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 The CS could change the optimistic concept. 

 
TABLE 1 

SPANISH WORD WEIGHTING. 

 

 
Fig.  2. Profiles dot plot. Set 1: forum. Set 2: web index. Set 3: documents. 

Set 4: blog. The po value corresponds to average of eq. (1).  

 
Fig.  3. Styles dot plot. Set 1: literary. Set 2: technical. Set 3: messages. The 

po value corresponds to average of eq. (1). 

3) Testing hypothesis c: To perform this testing, the po mean 
value for each statement was calculated (let it be po

m). 
Afterwards, the GREATER_ZERO, LESS_ZERO and 
EQUAL_ZERO variables were defined as the number of po

m 

greater, less and equal 0.0 respectively. This value is intended 
to represent quality according to the profile/style (hypotheses 
c). The distribution was tested as a Binomial (eq. 2). 
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Table 2 shows results: a Chi-Squared value greater than 0.05 
indicates a Binomial distribution in all the subsets. The 
parameters are n=50 cases and a specific p value found out for 
each subset in the table. 

Therefore, each subset has a specific Binomial distribution of 
po

m. Parameter p indicates predominant EQUAL_ZERO for 
messages, decreasing for technical and literary. 

GREATER_ZERO is higher for literary, decreasing for 
technical and message. All this can be thought as a valuation 
scale: literary, technical, and message; where literary seems the 
opposite of message and technical is in between. But a similar 
analysis for profiles can’t give a definite scale for: blog, doc, 
forum and web index.  



 
 

TABLE 2 
BINOMIAL TEST FOR STYLES (A) AND PROFILES (B). 

 
 
 

4) Testing hypothesis b: To perform this testing, the 
maximum and minimum po

m values from each document were 
selected for processing. The related sentences were checked 
against main topic and secondary topic of the original 
document. Table 3 shows this analysis performed for one 
subset from styles (messages) and one from profiles 
(documents). These subsets were selected because the average 
number of sentences is the fewest for messages and the highest 
for documents.  

It can be seen that the main topic is represented in most 
cases. Sometimes the secondary topic is represented. 
Considering the main topic as being represented by the max. 
and/or min. po, the main topic in the first sentence was studied. 
Table 4 shows the percentage of cases where the max and min 
values appear in the first sentence. 
B Pattern and Relationship Extraction 

To find out the behavior of po, the Shapiro Wilks test was 
performed for profiles and styles. In all cases the estimator is 
p<<0.05, therefore it can be said the populations have not a 
normal distribution (see Table 5). 

TABLE 3 
MAIN TOPIC FOR STYLES (A) AND PROFILES (B). 

 
 

TABLE 4 
PERCENTAGE FOR STYLES (A) AND PROFILES (B). 

 
 
Pearson correlation between n and po denotes an increasing 

correlation according to the specific profile and style (see 
Table 6). The technical and blog subsets have a significant 
correlation (.94 and .97 respectively). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE 5 
SHAPIRO-WILKS TEST FOR STYLES (A) AND PROFILES (B). 

 

 
As the distribution for subsets in both samples is not 

normal but a different correlation was detected for each one, a  
Krustal-Wallis test for po variability was performed. Therefore 
it can be stated if the subsets are statistically from different 
populations (that is, if Literary, Technical and Message belong 
to a main sample Style, and if Forum, Doc, Web index and 
Blog belong to a main sample Profile, as proposed here). As 
can be seen from Table 7, Chi-squared value p is 0.056 and 
0.602 for styles and profiles. Both values are greater than the 
cut value 0.05. As a consequence, it cannot be said they are 
different populations.  

The po median study for Styles and Profiles are depicted in 
Table 8. The Styles gives p=0.071 > 0.05, so it cannot be stated 
the median values are different. But for Profiles p=0.00 < 0.05 
instead. 

In a similar way, Krustal-Wallis test and median studies 
have been performed for n (number of non-zero po values). 
Table 9 shows a Sig. Value less than 0.05. As a consequence it 
can be said the n value is a good subset discriminator. 

TABLE 6 
CORRELATION TEST  FOR STYLES (A) AND PROFILES (B). 

 
TABLE 7 

KRUSTAL-WALLIS TEST FOR PO WITH STYLES AND PROFILES. 

 
 
 
 
 



TABLE 8 
MEDIAN FOR PO WITH STYLES AND PROFILES. 

 
TABLE 9 

KRUSTAL-WALLIS AND MEDIAN FOR N WITH STYLES AND PROFILES. 

 
  

C Validation 
A web page in Spanish was downloaded and text 

processed. A set of Eci was derived. The po value for each HBE 
was calculated also. In order to perform the validation of po, 
HBE´s original words in Spanish were used. The resulting sets 
of words were classified according to the associated po value: 
-The set of words whose |po|< 0.110 was selected and 
composed into two sentences representing the main topic. Let 
them be the Type I words. 
-The set of words whose |po|> 0.856 was selected and 
composed into five sentences representing secondary topics.  
Let them be the Type II words. 

A poll with 35 volunteers aged between 22 and 56 years 
old. All of them spend less than 10 hours a week in the 
Internet. They were asked to read the original text and to 
extract 2 to 10 most representative words from it. Fig. 4 shows 
a chart with the frequency of types of words extracted by 
volunteers. From the chart, it can be said that type I words are 
preferred mostly. There are a number of invalid words, because 
they weren’t in the text (denoted by label out of text). A set of 
words extracted from text, describing heterogeneous details 
were represented and classified as other in text. Together, type I 
and II represent a bigger portion of the graph than other in text 
words. 

As a part of the poll, volunteers also wrote 2 to 4 short 
sentences describing the topics in the text. These were 
compared with the set of 7 sentences (main and secondary 
topics) derived previously. Fig. 5 shows that derived sentences 
represent a high percentage of the topics answered. 

Some additional characteristics of the metric results are: 
-the po values have not a bias other than the opposite and 
ambiguity HBEs mentioned in the metric description section. 
-the lexical categories of the HBEs detected as Type I and II 
from the text can be mainly classified as noun, verb and other 
(Fig. 6). 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.  4. Types of words 1: |po|< 0.110, 2: |po|> 0.856, other from text other 

not in text. 

 
Fig.  5. Matching between topics declared and the 7 sentences derived. 

  

 
Fig.  6. Lexical category of words in the processed text. 

 
Fig.  7. Average po for each lexical category. 

-the average po value is almost the same for each lexical 
category depicted previously (Fig. 7). 

VI CONCLUSIONS 

A po metric was presented and used here. From the results 
follows that it is not statistically possible to differentiate the 
Text Styles proposed here. But there is a clear distinction for 
the following Writing Profiles: doc, forum, webindex and blog. 
Therefore, this metric is invariant to document size and 
mentioned Text Styles but it is useful to detect certain writing 
profiles.  

The po value was evaluated in a poll to assess its ability to 
detect main topics and relevant words. Statistics show that 
there is a pretty good relation between them and po values close 
to zero.   

VII FUTURE WORK 

It remains to do a better tuning of the weighting for 
different HBEs for texts in Spanish. It also has to be applied in 
other languages as well. 
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